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ABSTRACT 

The study investigated the comparative analysis of Ordinary Least Square method and Maximum 

Likelihood Estimate using Estimating techniques. The study adopt a secondary data from 

National Bureau of Statistics annual publication 2016. The variable considered under this study 

is Gross Domestic Product (Y) as the dependent variable, agriculture and industry are 

independent variables. The objective of the research is to know which estimator is most efficient 

and to know which method is best in analysis GDP (econometric) data based on agriculture and 

industries. The data were analysis using R-package. The findings revealed that ordinary least 

square estimate is better and most efficient than maximum likelihood estimate due to the smaller 

variance observed in the (OLS) Ordinary Least Square output compare to (MLE) maximum 

Likelihood estimate output. Hence, OLS is most efficient. Finally, the study recommended that 

ordinary least square is better in estimating parameters and analysis of econometric data since it 

yielded smaller standard error.  

Introduction 

Many statistical techniques were invented in the nineteenth century by experimental scientists 

who personally applied their methods to authentic data sets. In these conditions the limits of what 

is computationally feasible are spontaneously observed. Until quite recently these limits were set 

by the capacity of the human calculator, equipped with pencil and paper and with such aids as 

the slide rule, tables of logarithms, and other convenient tables, which have been in constant use 

from the seventeenth century until well into the twentieth. Until the advent of the electronic 

computer, the powers of the human operator set the standard. This restriction has left its mark on  
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statistical technique, and many new developments have taken place since it was lifted. The first 

result of this modern computing revolution is that estimates defined by nonlinear equations can 

be established as a matter of routine by the appropriate iterative algorithms. This permits the use 

of nonlinear functional forms. Although the progress of computing technology made nonlinear 

estimation possible, the statistical theory of Maximum Likelihood provided techniques and 

respectability. Its principle was first put forward as a novel and original method of deriving 

estimators by R.A. Fisher in the early 1922. It proved to be a fertile approach to statistical 

inference in general, and was widely adopted. 

Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression relies on determining the dependent variable (Y) by 

producing unbiased minimum sum of error square in Y in regards to the independent variable 

(X).For unbiased observations, the prediction should be equal to the expected value of the 

dependent variable for a particular set of data (Fernandes and Leblanc, 2005). OLS isbased on a 

set of assumptions: normality, homogeneity and independence of residuals (Montgomery et al., 

2001). Violation of these assumptions leads to inefficient and biased estimators. Several scholars 

(e.g., Cohen et al., 2003; Foody,2003) have pointed out the assumption of no error in 

measurements of vegetation reflectance and/or biophysical parameters of interest by OLS 

regression are almost impossible to achieve in reality. With violation of the fundamental 

assumption, however, it could be argued that is not appropriate to use OLS regression in remote 

sensing for forestry applications (Foody, 2003). While calibrating remote sensing models, 

Fernandes and Leblanc (2005) criticized OLS for the two problems of errors in both regressors 

and response variables - errors due to systematic biases in measurement or theory, and random  
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errors in observations due to noise in measurement methods or collocation problems. These 

authors advocate the use of alternative models with more realistic a-priori assumptions that are 

capable of handling the non-linear response of vegetation along environmental gradients. 

In statistical inference problem, we are given a set of observations ��,��,��,...��.These are the 

values taken by some random phenomena about whose distribution we have some knowledge. 

For parameter estimation, various estimation methods are widely discussed in literature. 

(e.g.,Jeske and Pham, 2001; Montgomery, el al 2001). One often uses traditional estimation 

methods such as the method of moments, method of least square, method of weighted least 

square and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Each of them having their own advantages 

and limitations but among these methods the most popular method of estimation is maximum 

likelihood estimation method.Which can be justified on the ground of its various useful 

properties like consistency, sufficiency, invariance and asymptotic efficiency and its easy 

computations. The MLE method works efficiently if each contribution to the likelihood function 

is bounded above. It is the situation with all discrete distributions. However, having such nice 

properties and better applicability it also has some weakness as mentioned by various authors in 

different context. Its greatest weakness is that it can not work for ‘heavy tailed’ continuous 

distribution with unknown location and scale parameters. 

The Gross Domestic Product(GDP), the market value of all officially recognized final goods and 

services produced within a country in a given period of time, has historically been considered a 

measure of economic growth. Later it was adjusted for the changing population, and 

consequently, GDP per capita (GDP divided by total population) became a widely used measure  
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of economic growth and standard of living. Though the concept of economic growth has evolved 

greatly over the decades, it still contains income, or in other words GDP, as one of the most 

important elements, and an indicator of growth. All else equal (particularly population), a rising 

GDP definitely refers to increased production of goods and services for a country’s population. 

Economic growth shows typical irregular patterns in the short and in the long run. GDP growth 

rates contain fat-tails (large kurtosis) and heteroscedasticity.  The general conclusion from the 

above studies is that growth rate of GDP growth is heteroscedastic, and asymmetric and 

leptokurtic. The quarterly increase in GDP percentage here reflects the GDP growth rate. It 

indicates at which pace a country’s economy is growing. Thus, accurate density distributions are 

required to forecast economic growth known as „density forecast‟. A density forecast is an 

estimate of the probability distribution of the possible future outcomes of the variable. It 

provides us with a complete description of uncertainty, associated with the forecast. Interval 

forecast is the difference between two extremes, which indicates the probability that actual 

outcome will fall within a stated interval. 

Many statistical procedures are based on statistical models which specify under which conditions 

the data are generated. Usually the assumption is made that the set of observations��,��,��,...��, 

as a set of (i) independent random variables (ii)identically distributed with common probability 

density function of ���, 	
. Once this model is specified, the statistician tries to find optimal 

solutions to his problem (usually related to theinference on a set of parameters 	 ∈ ∅ ∈ �, 

characterizing the uncertainty about the model).The procedure just described is not always easy 

to carry out. In fact, when confronted with a set of data three attitudes are possible: 
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• The statistician may be a “pessimist” who does not believe in any particular model ���, 	
. In 

this case he must be satisfied with descriptivemethods (like exploratory data analysis) without 

the possibility of inductive inference. The statistician may be an “optimist” who strongly 

believes in one model. In this case the analysis is straightforward and optimal solutions may 

often be easily obtained. 

• The statistician may be “realist”: he would like to specify a particular model ���, 	
 in order to 

get operational results but he may have either some doubt about the validity of this hypothesis or 

some difficulty in choosing a particular parametric family. 

Aim and Objective of The Study 

 The aim of this research is to find out the most efficient method of estimating techniques 

between MLE and OLS while objectives include: 

i. To determine which method is better in estimating parameters 

ii. To know which method is best in modeling econometrics data 

Significance of The Study 

This study will be useful to policy makers and researchers. The outcome will not only point 

attention to the distribution of GDP which will serve as a decision support tool, in the research 

work. The interest is to know the most efficient estimators out of MLE and OLS. 
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Statement of Problem 

In parameter estimation, the researchers were confronted with problems of estimation such as  

method of moments, method of ordinary least square, method of weighted least square and 

method of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).Our Challenges in this research is to compare 

efficiencybetween method of ordinary least square and method of maximum likelihood 

estimation (MLE) to find the best estimator among them. 

Scope of the Study 

This study examines comparative analysis of two estimating techniques Maximum Likelihood 

Methods and Method of Ordinary Least Square, Data on GDP from 1981 to 2015 were extracted 

from the publication of National Bureau of Statistics. 

Research Methodology 

In the classical densities, the normal distribution is a very common continuous probability 

distribution, often used in natural and social sciences to represent real valued random variable 

whose distribution are not known, it has the probability density function 

 ���, �
 = �√���� � −�� ����� ��
, with (�, � > 0.-∞ < � < ∞ 

Where � is the mean and � is the standard deviation of the distribution 

Nature of Data 
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The data used for this research is a real life data annual agriculture and industry sector 

contribution to the Nigeria gross domestic product, extracted from the annual bulletin of bureau 

of statistics 2016 (NBS). 

Estimation of Distribution Parameters 

Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 

Ordinary least square (OLS) is a type of linear least square method for estimating the unknown 

parameters of linear function of a set explanatory variables by the principle of least squares. 

Minimizing the sum of squares of the diffirences between the observed dependent variable. OLS 

regression relies on determining the dependent variables (Y) by producing unbiased minimum 

sum of error square in Y in regards to the independent variables (X ). OLS is based on a set of 

assumptions normality, homogeneity and independence of residuals (Montgomery et al., 2001). 

The general equation of OLS model can be written as: 

"# = $% + $%'#� + $�'#� +  $�'#� +  … … … … … $)'#) + *#   --------------- (i) 
Where i = 1, 2, 3, ........p 

$% = Intercept Coefficient 

$+= Regression Coefficient 

�#+ = Predictor Variable 

"#= response variable 
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Derivation of Parameter Estimate 

To find the OLS estimator of $o, $1 and $2 for multiple linear regression, we consider: 

"# = $- +  $�'� + $�'�+ ,#             ----------------------------------------- (2) 

Where E("#) = $- +  $�'� +  $�'�, v(yi) = �� 

From (2), ,# = "# - $- −  $�'� −  $�'� 

∑,#�=  ("#-$- −  $�'� −  $�'�)
2
  ------------------------------------------ (3) 

Differentiating (3) partially with respect to $-, $� /01 $� 

2∑34�256  = 2 ( "#- $- −  $�'� −  $�'�)-1 

0 = -2 ("#- $- −  $�'� −  $�'�) 

0 = ∑"# - n$- −  0$�∑�� −  $�∑'� 

∑"#  = n$-+ $�∑�� + $�∑'�-------------------------------------------------------(4) 

2∑34�254  = 2∑�#("#-$- −  $�'� −  $���)-�# 
0 = -2∑�# ("#- $- −  $��� −  $���) 

0 = ∑�#"#- $%∑�� −  $�∑��� −  $�∑����) 

∑�#"# =   $%∑�� + $�∑��� + $�∑����  ------------------------------------ (5) 

2∑34�25�  = 2  ("#-$- − $�'� −  $���)-�� 
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0 = −2∑�"#-$- −  $�'� −  $���)�� 

0 = ∑��"# − $%∑�� −  $�∑���� − $�∑��� 

∑��"# = $%∑�� + $�∑���� + $�∑��� ---------------------------------- (6) 

Solving (4), (5) and (6) using matrix form 

8 ∑"#∑��"#∑��"#9 = : 0∑��∑��; ∑��∑���∑����; ∑��∑����∑��� < 8$-$�$�9 

��#")   (�#�)   ($=) 

$== ��#")  (�#�)
-1

 

= >: 0∑��∑��; ∑��∑���∑����; ∑��∑����∑��� <
��

? 8 ∑"#∑��"#∑��"#9 

= 
∁A/C 8 ∑"#∑��"#∑��"#9 

: ∑���∑��� − �∑����
�∑����∑�� −  ∑���∑���∑��∑���� − ∑���∑��
; ∑���� −  ∑��∑���0∑��� −  �∑��
�0∑���� −  ∑��∑��;∑��∑���� −  ∑���∑��∑���� − 0∑����0∑��� −  �∑��
� <

0∑���∑��� −  0�∑����
� −  �∑��
�∑��� −  ∑����∑��
� 8 ∑"#∑��"#∑��"#9 

$=%=
∑D4E∑�F�∑�����∑�F��
�GH∑�FDFE∑�F��∑���∑�F∑���GH∑��DF[∑�F∑�F���∑�F�∑�F]�∑�F�∑������∑�F��
���∑�F
�∑����∑�F��∑��
�  ……(7)    

$=�=
∑D4E∑�F��∑���∑�F∑���GH∑�FDFE�∑�����∑��
�GH∑��DF[∑�F����∑�F��]�∑�F�∑������∑�F��
���∑�F
�∑����∑�F��∑��
�  ….(8) 

$=�= 
∑DFE∑�F��∑���∑�F�∑��GH∑�FDF[�∑�F���∑�F∑��]H∑��DFE�∑�F���∑�F
�G�∑�F�∑������∑�F��
���∑�F
�∑����∑�F��∑��
�  (9) 
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But from 

KLM= $NO +  $PM �� + $�O�� 

�̂= Ε�"LS) = Ε[$NO +  $PM �� + $�O��] ------------------------------- (10) 

Var�"LS) = ��O = ∑ �T�TU
����        = ∑ 34����         =   MSE    ------- (11) 

Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) 

Maximum likelihood method is based upon maximizing what is known as the likelihood function 

of a set of random variables �# , ��, ��, …, �� and "�, "�, "�, … , "� which may call f(��, ��,. . ., 

��: #) and f("#, "�,. . ., "�: �) is referred to as a likelihood function L(ө) for 

�#  /01 "# V�WX�YZ[\�]". the value of  #at which L(ө) is maximized is called maximum likelihood 

estimate (MLE) of 	�O. That is f(�# , ��,. . ., ��;	U#) and f("# , "�,. . ., "�;  	U�) = max 	 , ∼ f(��, ��,. . 

., ��: #) and f("�, "�,. . ., "�: �) where  is the parameter space. 

Derivation of Parameter Estimate 

In general, the density of an observation"#, for the normal error regression model 

F("#
 = 
�√���� �F� `ab � 5c� 5F�F� d2

   ……………………………….(12) 

 = 
�√���� �F���[yi − $- −  $�'# −  $�'�]2

 

 = �2g��
-1/2�F���[yi − $- −  $�'� − $�'�]2
 

The likelihood function for n observations"�, "�, "�, … , "� is the product of individual densities. 

However, the variance of the error term is usually unknown, the likelihood function of four 

parameters is  
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L($o, $1, $2, ��
 = �2g��
-1/2�F���[yi −  $- − $�'� −  $�'�]2
………….(13) 

   = �2g��
-n/2�F���∑[yi − $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2
 

Taking the natural logarithm 

Log {L($o, $1, $2, ��
} = Log{�2g��
-n/2�F���∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2
} 

 = Log (2g��
-n/2
 + Log�F���∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2

 

 = -n/2 Log(2g��
-1/2��∑[yi − $- −  $�'� − $�'�]2
 ……………..(14) 

Differentiating equation (14) with respect to $o, $1, $2, and �� 

2h%i{kl5m,5�,5�,��n}256  = 
���� 2∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]-1 

0 = 
∑[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]�  

,yi = n$-+ $�,'� + $�,'� ………………………………………………(15) 

2h%i{kl5m,5�,5�,��n}254  =- 
���� 2∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]-�# 

 

0 = 
∑pF[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]��  

 

,�#yi = $-,'�+ $� ,��� + $�,���� ………………………………………(16) 

2h%i{kl5m,5�,5�,��n}25�  = =- 
���� 2∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]-�# 

 

0 = 
∑p�[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]��  

,��yi = $-,'�+ $� ,���� + $�,���……………………………………(17) 
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Note: equation (15), (16) and (17) is the same as (4), (5) and (6) hence 

$%O, $�O and $�O is the same as (7), (8) and (9) respectively 

2h%i{kl5m,5�,5�,��n}25�  = -
�� ����� 4g� -

�� ∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2
 -2��� 

 

0 = 
���  + 

∑[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]��q  

0 = 
����∑[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]��q  

0 = −0�� +  ∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2 

n�� = ∑[yi −  $- −  $�'� −  $�'�]2
 

��O= 
∑[ab � 5c� 5FpF� 5�p�]��  = 

∑[aF � Dr]��  ……………………………….(18) 

Also �̂= E[$- + $�'� + $�'�]……………………………………………..(19) 

Criteria for Choosing the Most Efficient Method 

In parameter estimation or method of parameter estimation, it is traditional to choose the best 

estimator or the best method of estimation by the one that produce least variance, the most 

efficient parameter estimation method between OLS and MLE will be known by comparing their 

variance  

i.e. ��O = 
∑[aF � Dr]����  for OLS and  

��O  = 
∑[aF � Dr]��  for MLE 
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Result and Analysis 

Results 

Table 1: Showing Gross Domestic Product of Nigeria Agricultural and Industry Sector 

contribution from 1981-2015 

Year GDP AGR INDUSTRY 

1981 144.83 17.05 40.00 

1982 154.98 20.13 38.21 

1983 163.00 23.80 39.12 

1984 170.38 30.37 37.02 

1985 192.27 34.37 51.14 

1986 202.44 35.70 51.08 

1987 249.44 50.29 65.50 

1988 320.33 73.76 86.08 

1989 419.20 88.26 122.73 

1990 499.68 106.63 147.96 

1991 596.04 123.24 187.38 

1992 909.80 184.12 303.28 

1993 1259.07 295.32 365.92 

1994 1762.81 445.27 487.57 

1995 2895.20 790.14 862.24 

1996 3779.13 1070.51 1153.53 

1997 4111.64 1211.46 1171.35 

1998 4588.99 1341.04 1053.41 

1999 5307.36 1426.97 1314.29 
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2000 6897.48 1508.41 2100.51 

2001 8134.14 2015.42 1964.89 

2002 11332.25 4251.52 2178.51 

2003 13301.56 4585.93 2902.81 

2004 17321.56 4935.26 3992.28 

2005 22269.98 6032.33 5080.16 

2006 28662.98 7513.30 6157.84 

2007 32995.38 8551.98 6800.15 

2008 39157.88 10100.33 8072.50 

2009 44285.56 11625.44 7513.88 

2010 54612.26 13048.89 12033.20 

2011 62980.40 14037.83 15626.42 

2012 71713.94 15816.00 16975.34 

2013 80092.56 16816.55 17614.29 

2014 89043.62 18018.61 18402.19 

2015 94144.96 19636.97 15073.78 

Source: - National Bureau of statistics annual publication 2016. 

Data Analysis 

Ordinary Least Square Estimate 

From the R-Package Output, the regression fitted model is given as: 

KUOLS = -1385.6353 + 31740'� + 1.5108'� 
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Table 2: Shows Mean Estimates, Standard deviation, Computed T-value, P-value for  Ordinary 

Least Square Estimate. 

Coefficients     

 Estimate Std. Error T value Pr (>/t/) 

Intercept  -1385.6353 650.6278 -2.130 0.04099 

'� 3.1740 0.4127 7.690 9.13e-09 

'� 1.5108 0.4330 3.489 0.00143 

 

Maximum Likelihood Estimate 

 KUMLE = -1385.6 + 31741'� + 1.5106'� 

Table 3: Shows Mean Estimates, Standard deviation, Computed T-value, P-value for 

Maximum Likelihood Estimate. 

Coefficients     

 Estimate Std. Error T value Pr (>/t/) 

Intercept  -1.3856e+03 1.2946e-04 -1.0703e+07 <2.2e-16 

'� 3.1741e+00 6.5323e-01 4.8590e+00 1.18e-06 

'� 1.5106e+00 6.9843e-01 2.1629e+00 0.03055 

Sigma 4.9049e+03 6.6736e-08 7.3497e+10 <2.2e-16 
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Observation: From the result obtain above, it can be observed that (OLS) Ordinary Least Square 

and (MLE) Maximum Likelihood Estimate produced the same mean but (OLS) Ordinary Least 

Square performed better than (MLE) Maximum Likelihood Estimate because the variance of 

OLS is smaller compared to the variance of MLE.  

Discussion  

This research work was carried out based comparative analysis of OLS and MLE estimating 

techniques. The idea is to ascertain which estimating techniques are most efficient and preferably 

better than the other in modelling econometric data. The output of (OLS) Ordinary Least Square 

and (MLE) Maximum Likelihood Estimate revealed the coefficient of the parameters and the 

standard error values. Both methods yield the same result. KU  = -1385.635 + 3174'# + 1.511'� 

which means that $%,O $�O and $�O are the same for both method. Hence, the result in table two and 

three showed that (OLS) Ordinary Least Square produced the smallest variance as compared to 

(MLE) Maximum Likelihood Estimate; hence (OLS) Ordinary Least Square is most efficient. 

Conclusion 

From the  above, it can be concluded that ordinary least square (OLS) method is comparatively 

more efficient than maximum likelihood (MLE) method because it yield smaller variance of 

0.4127 & 0.4330 than 0.6532 & 0.9843 for $�, and $� respectively. 

Recommendation The following is recommended from our researched: i The method of 

Ordinary least square estimate is recommended for the data from gross domestic product (GDP) . 
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